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NOT long since in an article on the under-graduate life at Oxford, a writer in Harper's
Magazine took occasion to note a striking dissimi-
larity between the average English and American
college student. This comparison was not ap-
plied as to scholarship, but is concerned with quite
the opposite and regards mischief in general and
particular. He says that the Oxford man enters
into all sorts of college pranks just simply for the
excitement and fun of doing so, and the instant
that the thing is over, the subject seems actually
distasteful to him, and all mention of depredations
accomplished is to be carefully omitted by his
friends. But with the American youth a different
picture presents itself, he, while as mischievous as
the cousin across the water, or more so, perchance,
usually breathes a deep sigh of content when the
specially hazardous undertaking is well over and
no one is caught., and offers not the slightest ob-
jection to most profuse narration by others of past
glories. In truth, our writer who by the way is
an American, urges that not the least share of his
fellow countryman's scholastic aberrations is car-
ried out so that it may be talked about afterwards,
rather than from the intense enjoyment of the
actual operation as manifested abroad. We pre-
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sume that he knows whereof he writes as to "for-
eign affOrs," and as to domestic relations the arti-
cle rather bespeaks one who has "been there" and
we are not inclined to entirely dispute all his
statements ourselves.
T is encouraging to learn that the idea of a new
I school button has not been forgotten, and that
some quiet, but well directed work in this line,
has been going on of late. A few men interested
in the subject have secured a number of really
good designs and the work is still progressing.
Experience has shown the folly of attempting to
reach a wise decision through a general assembly
without a previous thorough canvass of the insti-
tute with the proposed designs. This latter course
will undoubtedly be followed, and it is hoped by
those who have the matter in hand, that not a
great many more days will elapse before they will
have things in such a shape that the designs may
be passed about for careful inspection by each
Rose man. Then all that will be necessary will
be to officially adopt the most generally favored
design, and later, see that we get what is ordered.
THE unit of self-induction is now called the"henry," according to the late official report
to the Secretary of State of the United States dele-
gates to the Electrical Congress, held in Chicago,
August, 1893. This is in recognition of the
great contributions of Joseph Henry to the pres-
ent knowledge of electricity. Probably no Ameri-
can scientist has done more valuable work than
he, yet he is little known to popular fame. He,
with Faraday and Sturgeon, "when they pounced
upon the fact that electricity and magnetism are
closely related, and found that a coil of wires with
a current flowing through it will turn a piece of
• soft iron into a magnet, and that a steel magnet
brought near a wire will start a current of elec-
tricity in that wire—when they discovered those
things they invented the telegraph and the tele-
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phone, the electric light and the electric railway,
and all the thousand and one applications of elec-
tricity that surround us to-day. Others found out
how to intensify and diversify the effects that the
great physicists discovered and announced to the
world, and invented the commercial instruments
and machines that do the work of carrying speech
and making lights and transmitting power, but
electro-magnetism has been the willing servant of
them all."* Prof. Henry was a scientist pure and
simple, the results of his work were fully given in
the cause of science; perhaps had they not been
given so freely, we patent-right worshipers would
know more of him. The International Electrical
Congress honored the name of a great man and
honored America in this tribute to his memory.
ORATORICAL Day, as such, has little interestfor Rose men, but as the time of meeting of
the various college associations it is a day of note
amongst us. Especially will be awaited upon that
day tidings of the decision of the State Athletic
Association, for this will tell whether or no R. P.
I. shall again have Field Day. To assure another
grand meeting it is only necessary that the privi-
lege of making it such be given to Rose Polytech-
nic and Terre Haute. Our own athletic officers
are showing a most commendable interest and will
undoubtedly send the very strongest men to pre-
sent our claims. These men should be upon the
scene of action early. While we have the best
facilities in the state for holding Field Day, it is
not likely that this fact will win of itself, and it
will only be the success due to well directed effort
which will bring the prize to us.
T should be borne in mind by the state direct-
' ors that this is not a year for experiments which
depend for success upon the open pocketbooks of
the people. To take Field Day to a place where
the true nature of the sports is little known and
the surpassing interest of the spectacle unappre-
ciated, would be to risk a small attendance in the
grand stand. The public are not clamoring madly
*Herbert Laws Webb in Harper's Weekly.
just at present to pay the price of admission to ex-
hibitions which they know little of, and what can
be more dispiriting to contestants than row upon
row of empty benches? .The spirit of competition
for the sake of supremacy alone is all right, but
the best efforts are inspired in the presence of the
enthusiastic multitude; bring the field sports to
Terre Haute and the latter will be. guaranteed.
The Thanksgiving football games in New York
did not at a leap spring into the great popularity
they now enjoy; the New Yorkers had to be edu-
cated in the game. So with Field Day. Terre
Haute people have been trained to appreciate the
sports, and the day has come to be a semi-holiday
amongst her citizens. The contests are encour-
aged upon their merits and the contestant incited
to do his best. The narrow college sectionalism
of smaller places does not exist, and in fact, for
the time at least, Terre Haute is the ideal place
for the meet. When we start to educate other
cities, let it be in a time of more promise than the
present year.
C ROM this time on for several months, in col-
leges where "Annuals" are published, those
imperial autocrats, the members of the boards of
editors, will gather before their merciless gaze all
the private and public history of every one from
faculty members to the humblest prep. That.
which stands the searching ordeal of midnight
councils is destined to a lofty celebrity, and
many a carefully groomed hobby will be sent can-
tering along the highway of fame. The annual,
when it does not overstep the bounds of propriety,
all too frequently done, exerts a beneficent in-
fluence as a mild, and sometimes stronger, correc-
tive of existing crankiness and mannerisms, and
besides makes a most valued souvenir of the col-
lege year. But it is an institution which Rose
lacks. The Modulus, of '92, was a model starter,
but unfortunately was not continued. A senior
class, however, is not the one to carry on the an-
nual. Its time is too much occupied with more
serious problems, and general custom places the
duty upon the juniors, who moreover have the
privilege of remaining at college to be reverentially
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honored as past masters of the editorial art, and
who may also gently prod into action the succeed-
ing class, should it be sluggish in taking up the
mantel of its predecessors. We hope that an
"annual" may soon come to be a regular publica-
tion, and respectfully sublpit these lines to the
junior class, and if it should be thought too late
for the undertaking by them, to the consideration
of the class of '96, unto that great day when the
former title may apply to them.
OUR sister institute of technology, Purdue, hasbeen sorely afflicted in the late loss by fire of
her magnificent new mechanical laboratory and
shops. The destruction following so closely the
joyous dediCation of the buildings and equipment
and when everything promised such favorable op-
portunities for splendid work, made the news
brought to us all the more distressing. It is
gratifying to learn that President Smart has an-
nounced that the loss will result only in tempo-
rary inconvenience and lack of facilities, and that
in a short time Purdue will have replaced what
was so suddenly wrested away.
THE State College Press Association will meetin Indianapolis on Oratorical Day, March 9th.
The sessions promise to be of unusual pleasure as
well as value to the pencil-pushing fraternity, and
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it is to be hoped that a large representation from
the various staffs of journals comprised in the
organization will be present. To our brother and
sister editors we will say that President Day has
prepared a program which cannot fail to interest
and instruct. Where time is devoted to discus-
sion of papers let us have discussion, and make
things lively. And above all, let us not get the
idea into our heads that our meetings are side
issues to be attended or not, as most convenient.
The first session is called to meet at The Denison
promptly at 11 A. M. Be on hand.
MR. Sayford's address, if that title may begiven to such a delightful informal talk, was
one of the notable events of the past month. It
is seldom that one hears a speaker present the
subject of a better life in the manly, tolerant,
broad-minded manner, but withal, convincing
earnestness that this gentleman . does. As a
worker among college men Mr. Sayford is right at
home and makes his auditors feel that he is one
of them, there are none of those long-range shots
of doctrine all too commonly practiced from the
tostrum and the fact was appreciated by each
Rose man fortunate enough to be present at the
meeting. If we could have more such men visit
R. P. I., it would be well for all of us.
A SYSTEM OF HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT.
BY MORTON C. ANDREWS, '94.
In the .building of public highways in settled
communities, the judgment of an engineer with
regard to the route to be traversed is not often
consulted. As a rule the proposed improvement
will be over the line of existing roads and along
which it would be next to impossible to change
the present property lines. In case the line is
over new ground, the route is always specified
when the road is petitioned for and this usually
confines it to the section lines. Very rarely in-
deed do we find a diagonal road and so placed
that a community can reach a market by travel-
ing in a straight line. In settling a country, each
man fences and improves his farm, and the public
highway receives but little attention in proportion
to its importance. Travel fixes down to some
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definite line, and thus when the call for good
roads is made, the road engineer finds the route
of his road already selected.
The system of improvement described in this
article is that used in Warren county, Indiana,
where the writer had experience in the construc-
tion of some sixty-five miles of roads, the same
being built under the provisions of the Indiana
Road Law of 1877. When a road is petitioned
for, the county engineer and a board of viewers
are ordered to make a preliminary survey of the
proposed improvement and report as to whether
or not the benefits to be derived are equal to or
greater than the estimated cost of construction.
The duty of the board of viewers is to estimate
the benefits and it falls to the engineer to estimate
the cost.
In making the preliminary survey a transit line
is run on the center line of the proposed road and
stakes set at every one hundred foot point. At
the same time side stakes are set twenty or twenty-
five feet to one side of the center line and opposite
each station or one hundred foot point. This is
done so that in case a favorable report is made,
and which is always probable, the original line
may be preserved. Next a line of levels is mil
and the elevation of the surface at the several
stations found. These elevations are platted on
continuous profile paper, a grade line established
and the amount of excavation and .embankment
calculated from average center heights, except for
sloping cross sections in deep cuts and fills when
three-or five-level sections are taken and the con-
tents found from average end areas or by the pris-
moidal formula.
After the road has been ordered constructed and
the contract let, the engineer has full charge of
construction until the work is completed and
finally accepted. The usual width of roadway is
forty feet, a greater width being necessary only
when a great amount of grading is required. The
full width of roadway is cleared of brush, rocks,
stumps, trees and all other obstructions. Grade
stakes are set at all change points in the grade and
at such other stations as have a cut or fill of more
than one :and one-half feet. In embankments of
more than two feet an allowance of 10 per cent. is
made for settling and this amount of earth is put
on in addition to the height indicated by the
grade stakes. In case this is not properly done
the contractor is required to bring the embank-
ment up to the grade indicated by the stakes be-
fore it is finally accepted. Grade stakes can usually
be preserved in their original position by putting
into the contract a provision that in case stakes
are carelessly or needlessly moved they shall be
replaced at the contractor's expense. In all exca-
vation and embankment of more than one foot
side slopes are made 14, to 1. The maximum
grade allowable is 6 per cent, and wherever possi-
ble without too much extra expense grades are
made much lighter. When the embankment is
completed to grade it is thoroughly compacted by
rolling with a roller weighing not less than one
thousand pounds per lineal foot:
Special attention is paid to the subject of drain-
age. Side drains are constructed, the minimum
dimensions of which are: top width, 4 feet; bot--
tom width, 2 feet, and depth, 1 foot, and with
such grades as will permit the water to flow readily
and freely toward the outlet. No depressions that
will allow water to collect or stand by the road-
side are allowed, as water standing near the road-
bed tends to make it unstable. Tile drains are
laid at such places as are deemed necessary and at
a minimum depth of three feet. The grade for tile
drains should be at least one-tenth of a foot in one
hundred feet, although drains which have good
outlet and are carefully constructed will drain
ground, but not rapidly, if the grade is only five-
hundredths of a foot in one hundred feet. Cross
drains of standard glazed sewer pipe are con-
structed at points where water can be carried by a
circular pipe of 24 inches or less. The grade of
cross drains is at same elevation as the adjacent
side drains, and when sewer pipe is put in posi-
tion the earth is thoroughly rammed around it to
prevent any displacement by settling. Ends of
sewer pipe culverts are protected by guards made
of masonry or cement. The minimum size and
general outline of culvert guard is shown in Fig. 1.
That this class of culvert be protected in some
7s.s&
a will often find its way
F4. / aECTIO4C'' through the earth sur-
rounding .the pipe and
the first freshet that occurs after this results in a
washout.
When the road-bed is completed in all respects
to the satisfaction and approval of the engineer
and sufficient time has elapsed, at least two weeks,
to allow for.. the settling of the embankment,
gravel is placed on the road to form a covering for
the sub-grade. In selecting a suitable road-cover-
ing and in deciding what will and what will not
make a good road is where the experience and
judgment of the engineer is of the greatest im-
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k-
such way as that indicat-
ed in the figure is of great
importance, especially in
loam and sandy soils, as
experience has shown
that unless this precau-
tion is taken the water
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clay and earthy matter, as can be shown by wash-
ing. The engineer has complete control of the
working of the bank or pit from which the gravel
is obtained, and care is taken to have all material
unfit for road-covering stripped off and removed
to such a distance that there is no danger of it
being placed on the wagons and hauled on the
road.
The amount of gravel placed on a road is gov-
erned chiefly by the amount of travel it is ex-
pected to carry. The minimum amount is a
covering twelve inches deep and ten feet wide,
requiring 1955.5 cubic yards per mile. The maxi-
mum, or where the greatest amount of travel is
expected, as for example, a main road leading to
a county seat, is a covering sixteen inches deep
and fourteen feet wide, requiring 3650 cubic yards
per mile. The average road has a covering four-
teen inches deep and twelve feet wide and requires
2738 cubic yards of gravel per mile. Fig. 2 shows
a cross section of the average road.
T
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portance. Gravel used should be without excess
of earthy matter and free from fine sand and large
stones. No stones larger than three inches in
diameter are allowed in the road-covering, and all
coarse stones smaller than those above mentioned
are raked forward and to the bottom. Stones
three inches in diameter and larger are excluded
because if left in the road-covering they gradually
find their way to the top and make the road
rough. Bank gravel is preferred as it usually
makes a. better road than wash gravel, although
some varieties of the latter make very good roads
and are used in many localities where none other
are available. It is not always safe to rely upon
the appearance of gravel for its quality for it is
sometimes found that what appears to be good
material is in fact composed of a large per cent. of
Gravel is measured by leveling as nearly as pos-
sible the road-bed to the width of the road cover-
ing and staking boards equal distances on each
side of the center line and then filling in the
space between with gravel and leveling off with a
straight edge. When gravel is being placed on
the road an inspector, whose duty is to see that
the proper amount and quality of material is
furnished by the contractor, has charge of the
work in the absence of the engineer and his as-
sistants.
The cost of construction varies from $1,000 to
$3,000 per mile, depending first upon the amount
of earthwork and drainage, and second, upon the
amount and distance of hauling the gravel. Of
these two items the second is by far the most im-
portant factor in determining the cost. The
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gravel costs from five to eight cents per cubic yard
in the pit, but this cost is of small consequence as
compared with the cost of hauling, as can be seen
by supposing a haul of four or five miles, and it
is often necessary to haul this distance, and re-
membering that from twenty-five to thirty miles
makes a day's work for a team and that a team
and driver costs $3.00 per day. In making an es-
timate of the cost of construction it is assumed
that one cubic yard makes a load and twenty-six
miles travel a day's work for a team. If a road is
well drained and a good quality of gravel has
been used in the covering it will last for years.
The only attention it requires is re-covering por-
tions where the gravel wears off, and the county
keeps men constantly employed for doing this
work. A state law makes it a finable offense to
haul heavy loads over these roads in the spring of
the year when they are somewhat soft on account
of thawing. This system of improvement makes
a first-class road and one over which the commu-
nity can travel at any time of the year without
much annoyance from dust or mud.
In his professional life the road engineer has
many things forced upon him that are decidedly
unpleasant, and then others which have their lu-
dicrous side. It often happens that the highest
and steepest hill on the road is directly in front
of some farmer's house, and if the engineer does
his duty and cuts the hill so as to make economical
grades he is almost sure to incur the of
that man and certain to be reminded of it more
than once before the road is completed. When it
comes to putting on the gravel, every man along
the line appoints himself a committee of one to
make an examination of it and report his decision,
supplemented with suggestions, to the engineer,
and what will make a first-class road for A will
often be no better than the existing dirt road for
his neighbor B. Last, but not least, comes his
dealings with the contractors. He must be wide-
awake to all that is being done, or more correctly,
not being done on the road, and see that the con-
tract and specifications are fulfilled as nearly as
possible. And then, however watchful and con-
scientious he may be in the discharge of his
duties, the road engineer may consider himself as
truly fortunate if he is not by some regarded with
suspicion and accused of "selling out" to the con-
tractors.
A COWARDLY ACT.
I leaned across the orchard gate,
And held her struggling head.
Why was I then so cruel, pray,
And she so full of dread?
She struggled hard, she struggled long,
I can see her even now,
As I looked into the big brown eyes
Of our dear old brindle cow.—Ex.
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT.
THE PATENT OFFICE.
BY A. M. HOOD, '93.
The building known as the Patent Office is a
stone structure, three stories high, built in the
form of a hollow square, and standing between F
and G and 7th and 9th streets, in the city of
Washington, D. C. The main entrance, in the
second story, is reached by a flight of granite
steps rising to a large portico, the roof of which is
supported by a double row of heavy fluted col-
umns. The first floor is occupied by examiners'
rooms, record rooms, and a restaurant. In the
latter place one can get a very good lunch at low
rates. On the second floor are the offices of the
Secretary of the Interior, the General Land Offices,
the offices of the Commissioner of Patents, a law
library, the library of the Interior Department,
the draughtsman's division, the chief clerk and
the disbursing office. At the latter place we re-
ceive new paper -naoney twice each month. The
law library contains all of the standard works on
patents, and is for the use of the examiners. The
library of the Interior Department contains a fair
assortment of standard books, which the em-
ployes of the department are at liberty to take to
their rooms. The third story contains the record
room, the assignment division, a library of
foreign patents, a good scientific library and var-
ious examiners' rooms. In the halls on this floor
are a large number of cases which contain a few
of the many models of inventions which have
been filed from time to time.
In the record room may be found a copy of the
specification and. drawings of every patent which
has been issued by this government. Here, also,
may be found the files of every application which
has been made.
With this brief description of the building and
its contents I will turn to the work of the office,
and attempt to give some idea of what it is.
A patent is an instrument issued by the govern-
ment, through the Sccretary of the Interior and
the Commissioner of Patents, upon the payment
of the required fees, granting "to any person who
has invented any new and useful art, machine,
manufacture or composition of matter, or any
improvement thereof, * * * * * or who
has invented and produced any new and original
design for any article of manufacture," the ex-
clusive right to make and sell such article in this
country for the period of seventeen years; pro-
vided, such article has never before been patented
to any person in this country, or to any other per-
son in any foreign country; and provided, such
article was not known before his invention there-
of and has not been in public use or on sale in
this country for more than two years prior to his
application.
For the sake of uniformity, many rules have
been adopted governing the form in which appli-
cations must be presented.
An application consists of a petition, a specifi-
cation, an oath and drawings illustrating the in-
vention if it is capable of such illustration. In
the petition the inventor states his name and
residence, and requests that a patent be granted
to him for his invention. The specification con-
tains the title of the invention, a statement of
the object of said invention, a detailed descrip-
tion and, at the end, a series of claims, in
which the inventor sets forth and claims the fea-
tures of his device which he thinks are new. In
the oath the inventor swears that, to the best of
his knowledge, the improvement described in the
specification has not been patented to himself or
to others in any country; that it was not, to his
knowledge, known to others in this country prior
to his invention thereof; dad that it has not, to
his knowledge, been in public use or on sale in
this country for more than two years prior to his
application. If the invention has been patented
to him in any foreign country, he must state that
fact in his oath. The drawings must be made with
India ink, upon 11x13 inch white bristol board,
a margin line being drawn one inch from each
edge. The figures. must then be placed within
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this space, leaving blank spaces at the top and
bottom of 11- and 14 inches, respectively. In the
bottom space, at the right, is placed the signature
of the inventor,- generally placed there by his at-
torney, who also signs his name. At the left
are placed the signatures of two witnesses.
The petition, specification and oath must all be
signed by the inventor, the signature to the spec-
ification being attested by two witnesses, and
the oath must be signed and sealed by a Notary
Public or other seal officer.
The application, together with a fee of $15, is
filed in this office. It first goes to the draughts-
man, who examines the drawing to see if it is in
proper form. If it is not then it is admitted for
examination only, and before a patent is issued a
new drawing in the proper form must be filed.
The case is then sent to one of the examining
divisions, where it awaits its turn for examina-
tion.
The examining force consists of three examin-
ers-in-chief, an examiner of interferences, thirty-
two primary examiners, thirty-four first, thirty-
eight second, forty-three third, and fifty-two fourth
assistant examiners.
The many classes of inventions are grouped
together into thirty-two general groups, each
group being made up of several different classes
of inventions. For instance, the division in
which I am working has charge of all inventions
of harvesters, velocipedes and toys. •
These general classes then are again divided
into many hundred sub-classes. Each division
is in charge of a primary examiner who has un-
der him several assistants. The work of these as-
sistants of all grades is practically the same, the
only difference being a matter of salary. Each
division is in a separate room and in the rooms
are kept copies of all the patents, both domestic
and foreign, pertaining to the particular classes of
inventions of which it has charge.
The application is given to one of the assistants,
who goes over it carefully and finds out what the
applicant is claiming. He then makes an exam-
ination of all the patents, both domestic and
foreign, in that particular sub-class and in any
other class in which he thinks he may find the
same or an equivalent mechanism. If he finds
nothing like the invention, he then makes a search
of all the pendingapplications in the same class, and
if no one else is claiming the same thing a report
is made to the primary examiner in charge of the
division, and then the inventor is informed, that
upon the payment of a fee of $20, a patent will
be granted to him. Almost always, however,
several patents will be found which show some-
thing similar to the device which the applicant
is claiming. If that is the case, the examiner,
after reporting to his principal, rejects the claims
which are met and cites the references he has
found. If the inventor thinks that the references
do not meet his claims he can make an argument
showing where the examiner has made a wrong
judgment and a reconsideration will be given. If
the references do meet the claims, the applicant
amends so as to avoid them if possible. If there
is anything new in the case at all, the inventor
finally contracts his claims until the examiner is
satisfied when a patent will be allowed.
If there are two or more applications for the
same invention pending at the same time, these
applications are put into interference and taken
in charge by the Examiner of Interferences. The
interfering applicants are notified and each party
is required to file a preliminary statement which
shall show, among other things, the date on which
the invention was conceived and the time of re-
duction to practice. If the applicant who last
filed his application does not show that he in-
vented his device before the other application was
filed, judgment is given in favor of the earlier ap-
plicant. If, however, the later applicant claims to
have invented his device prior to the date of filing
of the other application, then both applicants are
required to support their preliminary statements
by testimony under oath. The Examiner of In-
terferences reviews this testimony and gives judg-
ment in favor of the applicant who first conceived
and reduced the device to practice. An appeal
from this decision lies with the Board of Examin-
ers-in-Chief, from there to the Commissioner, and
from him to the United States Coutt of Appeals.
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There are many other points which cannot be
explained in so short an article.
Thus far I have found the work very pleasant
and interesting. Many of the examiners are
college men, among them are fourteen or fifteen
graduates of Worcester Polytechnic. As for ap-
pointments and promotions, they are open to all,
and the men who pass the best examinations get
the places. All appointments are made, as a re-
sult of a civil service examination, to the posi-
tion of fourth assistant with a salary of $1,200.
In order to be promoted an examiner must pass
an examination on the "Rules of Practice" of the
office and on all the decisions of the Commissioner
of Patents and the decisions in patent cases tried
in the United States courts. After passing this
examination he must wait for a vacancy. These
vacancies occur quite often, however, and if a man
stands well he is sure of rapid promotion. Each
promotion raises the salary $200.
The principal beauty of the position is that the
hours of work are only from 9 to 12 and from 12:30
to 4, thus giving. time for a man to attend one of
the many schools and colleges in the city, while
he is, at the same time, earning a very com-
fortable salary.
NOTES.
A recent letter from E. F. Folsom, '92, in which
he says that he has just received permission to
notify the TECHNIC of the marriage of A. S.
Bixby, '92, is rather amusing under the circum-
stances, for a notice of this marriage appeared in
the October issue. Mr. and Mrs. Bixby are living
at No. 232 Michigan avenue, Haughville, Ind.,
and it is a pleasure to add that Mr. Bixby, as
Mechanical Engineer of the Ewart Manufacturing
Co., has been very successful indeed.
A. J. Hammond, '89, has been elected a non-
resident member of the St. Louis Engineers'
Club.
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W. J. Davis, '92, has entered into partnership
with Leonard M. Cox, C. E., at Louisville, Ky.,
forming the firm of Davis & Cox, Electrical, Me-
chanical and Civil Engineers. They offer .to
supervise, contract, examine, etc., etc., anything
pertaining to these three engineering branches,
and all old Rose men can testify as to Mr. Davis'
fitness to look after the electrical and mechanical
part of the work. The TECHNIC wishes them
success.
T. L. Condron, besides continuing in charge of
the Mechanical Drawing, at Washington Univers-
ity, has become associated with Edward Flad,
consulting Civil and Mechanical Engineer, and is
to have charge of structural steel work. He has
also been elected Librarian of the St. Louis
Engineers' Club.
We have before mentioned the invention of the
cycloidal plane by Mr. John T. Wilkin, '86, of
Connersville, Ind. And now we must add that
for this invention be has received the John Scott
Legacy Prize and Medal from the Franklin Insti-
tute, Philadelphia, Pa.
W. H. Palmer, '88, has accepted a position with
the Edison Illuminating Co. in St. Louis. He is
at present making drawings for the boiler plant of
a new arc-light station, which will be equipped
with Heine safety boilers, and have a capacity of
4,000 h. p.
Max Fitch, '90, has accepted, for another year,
the position of City Engineer, at Mattoon, Ill.
Quite extensive improvements are to be carried
on there this year. -
W. A. Layman has been elected a member of
the St. Louis Electric Club.
Hupe and Balsley, '92, visited the Institute re-
cently.
H. L. Wetherbee is at Marshalltown, Iowa.
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.
R. P. I. GYMNASIUM CLASS.
The Pentathlon contest for the Polytechnic
class, at Y. M. C. A. gymnasium, on the evening
of February 3d, did not satisfy expectations in
the way of bringing latent athletic talent to light.
It would seem that the members of the class were
overly modest in entering a mere class contest, or
that the athletic spirit is not thriving as it should.
It was required that each contestant should par-
ticipate in at least four of the events in order to
qualify—a condition fulfilled by but three per-
sons.
CONTESTANT.
POTATO RACE. 16-POUND SHOT. HrrcH-KicK. FENCE-VAULT. ROPE-SKIP.
TOTAL
POINTS.
Record. Score byPoints. Record.
Score by
Points. Record.
Score by
Point s. Record.
Score by
Points.
Record.
Times.
Score by
Points.
77C. M. Ridgely. . • 15l sec. 35 22'4" 35 7'4" 64 40 506 251
0. E. McMeans . . 15; sec. 35 23'6" 41 7'8" 72 6' 64 405 28 240
H. T. Liggett • . 15; sec. 30 23'10" 42 68 88 0 0 223
On February 26 a similar contest will be held,
open to members of the classes from the Poly-
technic, State Normal and city at large.
The events and method of scoring for each will
be as follows:
I. Potato race. Five points for each* sec. under 17
sec.; 13 sec. or under, 100 points.
II. Putting 16-pound shot. One pt. for each 2i inches
over 15 ft; 35 ft. 10 in. =100 points.
III. Hitch-kick. Two and one half pts. for each inch
above 5 ft. 6 in.; 8 ft. 10 in.= 100 points.
IV. Fence-vault. Four points for each inch above
4 ft. 8 in.; 6 ft. 9 in. -= 100 points.
V. Rope-skip, 900 times. One pt. for each sec. under
6 min. 40 sec.; 5 min.= 100 points.
Each contestant must engage in four events in
order to qualify. The one scoring highest will
receive the "Swope Medal," now on exhibition in
the window of Swope & Co. The winner must
defend his title to the medal at future contests,
and can retain it only as long as he is a member
of the Y. M. C. A. The events and rules given
are the same as will be held at the state conven-
tion, which will be held here October next.
The Poly class is practicing wand pyramids for
exhibition at Naylor's, the last of April.
FIELD DAY PROSPECTS.
A meeting of the Intercollegiate Athletic As-
sociation of Indiana will be held in Indianapolis
March 9th, at which time preliminary arrange-
ments regarding Field Day will be made. It is to
be hoped that the other colleges of the state have
sufficient confidence in the ability of our Associa-
tion and the work which we will obligate our-
selves to perform to select Terre Haute as the
best place for the next meeting. Our past efforts
have, without the exception of a dissenting voice,
been voted successful, and the tests of three suc-
cessive years stand to our credit. 'We believe that
there are other colleges in the state which could
make Field Day a success, but it is questioned if
any other Association besides Rose has the facili-
ties for making the event more nearly what it
should be. We have an energetic, and efficient
gymnasium class, which has been well supported
during the winter months, and in addition we
have good material which is impatiently waiting
for the days which bring the opportunity for daily
open-air exercise and regular training. Another
point which we ask our friends in other colleges
to consider, is the advantage of location; that
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may seem illogical at first, but a careful study of
the map of Indiana with reference to the location
of the colleges, will, we think, result favorably for
the geographical position of Rose.
It is to be hoped by a majority of those inter-
ested in athletics, that during the next meeting
of the State Association, special arrangements will
be made whereby the man who wins the greatest
number of points, while competing for Field Day
honors, shall receive a special medal. This is
briefly the valuable suggestion given by Prof.
Waldo last June, and seems to have been received
with favor by all who heard it. This encourage-
ment to the all-around athlete would, in all proba-
bility, be accompanied by an increase of interest
among the college men who compete for Field
Day honors. It would broaden the effect of ath-
letic training, and the well-trained man who
secures a place in several events would have a
chance for recognition. Its great influence can
be appreciated even before the experiment has
been tried. By all means prepare a test case for
next May.
LEATHER FOR FOOTBALL SUITS.
The following extract is taken from the athletic
news column of the Chicago Tribune: "Will the
leather football suits be adopted by all the univer-
sity teams next year? There is no question but
what Harvard will use them, and the Pennsylva-
nians have already notified the tailor who made
them for Harvard last fall that they shall want to
be supplied. They propose, however, to have the
suits made in a new way, with the upper section
of mole skin, according to the old style, and the
breeches of leather. In this way it is hoped to
secure all the advantages of the new style and
none of the disadvantages. Butterworth, the
Yale full back, said, after the Springfield game,
that he found the slippery leather aided him in
diving through the Harvard players. It is argued
that if the upper section is made in the old way
this objection will be largely corrected, and, on
the other hand, the slippery leather breeches will
prevent a player from being easily tackled, as
most of the tackling is done below the waist."
IOI
IN OTHER COLLEGES.
A new departure in athletic literature is a novel
experiment which is credited to Dartmouth, and
which embraces a review of athletics at that college.
It contains not merely a complete record of ath-
letic sports but reviews the past and present in
this prominent phase of college life, and altogether
reflects much credit upon the editor, J. H. Bart-
lett, '94, Dartmouth. The following extract from
the work is taken from the January number of
the University Magazine. "That athletics has
taken its present conspicuous place in the schools
and colleges of America, upheld by the best think-
ers and wisest educators of the day, is a condition
of things which has been developed by the most
untiring devotion of its supporters, and against
the most stubborn opposition. That in some in-
stances, and in certain contests, it may have been
turned from its natural and most Useful channels,
leaving reforms still to be carried out, no one can
reasonably deny. But that its aim and general
effect has been to produce higher types of men—
bringing into a more subservient relation the fac-
ulties of body, mind and soul—and to check the
debilitating tendency of our dangerously on-rush-
ing age, its promoters claim for it, and history
verifies their claim."
Purdue students are certainly making progress
in the direction of improvement in the athletic
park connected with that institution. According
to the Exponent the sum of $360 has already been
subscribed among the faculty and students.
NOTES.
The Stanford football team, under the manage-
ment of Maynard, ex-'92, made an extended trip
which included the principal cities on Puget
Sound. They played with the "talent" of Taco-
ma, Port Townsend, Seattle and Portland, winning
all games and returning with a net profit of
nearly $500.
The Harvard Crimson states that, "Candidates
for the track athletic teams at both Yale and
Princeton have been called out. At Yale about
sixty men have begun training, but a number of
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the old men will not appear until later. Prince-
ton will depend chiefly on new material this year,
as the team will not contain a man who won
points at New York last year."
De Pauw has a gymnasium class which num-
bers forty. The class, which is under the direction
of Professor Waldo, meets for regular practice four
days each week.
The University of Illinois base ball team is ar-
ranging a trip for the coming season which will
include part of Indiana. A letter was received
from the team manager, B. B. Holston, who is ne-
gotiating for a game with Rose about the middle
of May.
The Wabash base ball team will appear in new
suits when the season opens.
An effort is being made to revive fencing at
Yale.
BLUFFS.
The bluffs are steep and wild and high,
That line St. Gotthard's Pass,
But think of those awful, awful bluffs
That the Juniors make in class.—Ex.
ROSE LEAVES.
SULPHUR MINING IN SICILY.
Though we find no account of Sicilian sulphur
mining in mythology, yet from the present anti-
quated system one might infer that it was inau-
gurated shortly after Jupiter dropped the island
upon the many-headed monster, Typhon. In the
sulphur mining at present, the mineral is taken
from the vein in an almost primitive manner,
and instead of being hoisted by machinery to the
surface of the ground, it is carried in sacks upon
the shoulders of the miners up a winding ladder,
called a "scala." The following is an example of
the Sicilian ignorance of modern invention. A
few years ago an American and an Englishman
leased some mining property and agreed, by the
usual form of indenture, to put in a means of
bringing the inineral to the surface. Instead of
a "scala" they put into the mine extensive ma-
chinery. This enabled them to greatly increase
the production, and though the owner received a
royalty per ton, yet his prejudices against the in-
troduction of machinery were so great, that, con-
trary to his own interests, he claimed the contract
had been violated. Strange to say he found a
court concurring in this view, dispossessed the
lessees, removed their machinery, and only after
two years' litigation they obtained possession of
their property.
There may be some excuse for not making very
extensive improvements in such a mine, since the
veins of sulphur are not very large, and what may
appear as a rich vein might suddenly terminate,
thus making the mine worthless.
There are four processes of fusing in use in
Sicily—the Calcherone. , Sinopoli and Gill furnaces
and the steam process. About 65 per cent. of the
furnaces in use are Calcherone, though the Sinopoli
is gradually becoming more popular. The Sino-
poli furnace consists of numerous iron boxes 10
inches wide, 6 feet long, 10 feet high, with spaces
between the boxes, the whole walled about with
brick and having two fire places at different levels.
The ore is thrown into the iron chambers and
covered with a coating of wet chalk, the fires are
then started, and the hot air passing around the
chambers gradually melts the sulphur, which is
afterwards allowed to run out of holes in the fronts
of the chambers. Thirty hours are necessary to
complete this process. The gases which escape
from the Calcherone and Sinopoli furnaces are
destructive to vegetation for miles around.
Gill's furnace, an English patent, composes about
25 per cent, of the plants in use. This requires
skilled labor and can only treat a small quantity
of ore at a time. The steam process is only ap-
plicable to ore which is very rich in sulphur and
quite porous.
Another process patented by Leon Gill, a Span-
iard, is coming into use and is considered the best,
as it leaves less than 4 per cent. of the sulphur in
the rock, while the other processes leave about 10
per cent.
The United States takes more than one-fourth
of the sulphur exports of Sicily, though it is
thought that the increasing use of iron-pyrites in
the manufacture of sulphuric acid will impair its
market in this country.
THE SOPHOMORE BANQUET.
The suppressed excitement, incident to the ap-
proach of Sophomore's festivities, culminated on
the afternoon of the 21st. At that time the
Freshmen made a bold, but futile, attempt at
capturing two of the Sophomores. The Fresh-
men greatly outnumbered their opponents, but
owing to discretion being the main ingredient of
their valor, they beat a hasty retreat before their
prisoners were quite ready to travel. During the
evening the Freshmen allowed the festivities to
proceed unmolested.
At the hour of nine the men of '96 assembled
in the banquet hall to enjoy both the spread and
music.
Coope, as toastmaster, eloquently spoke of the
valor and sagacity of the members of '96; of the
past victories and future conquests, till all became
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imbued with such courage that they Would wil-
lingly have walked the streets without the usual
weapon of rubber hose.
Beebe spoke at length upon the "Swiftness of
Life in Terre Haute," drawing such a realistic
picture of its velocity that his hearers naturally
felt for their stop watches.
. Ashworth was splendid in the role of a "presto
change" actor. At one time his audience was
quite ready for a recitation in German, as he im-
personated our professor of languages, at another
all were ready with the "multiplication table of
j, k."
The class poet being unable to attend, Mr.
Fletcher, who is quite an elecutionist, recited a
poem entitled the "Founding of R. P. I."
Van Auken was in a reminiscent mood and re-
called incidents of "'96 Freshman Banquet" in a
way that astonished his classmates.
McDargh did justice to the many phases of club
life, both intellectual and social.
The toast to the "Girl I Left Behind Me," by
Smith, was well received and heartily responded
to at this end of the line. We only hope the
young lady whom Elbert evidently had in mind
will respond in a like manner.
Rice became eloquent over the virtues of R. P.
I. men in general, and toasted the various classes,
even the vanquished foes of '97.
Sanford's sketch of "Life at Cornell" was full
of local color and spirit.
Farrington answered to the toast "The Ladies
of Terre Haute," as only this gallant gentleman
could. Being a resident of the city, he was able
to do his subject—shall we say ample justice?—
no, not quite, but as near an approach as mortal
man could come.
Softly chanting the class song, "Kiyi, kiyi,
kiyipi—buss," the banqueters withdrew from the
festal board. Thus ended an evening long to be
remembered by the class of '96.
It is currently reported that some of the stu-
dents are trying to develop a dead smooth polish,
and that Professor Duenweg is exerting himself
that they may not be disappointed.
S. M. SAYFORD.
No one incident which has occurred in Poly life
for a long time has stirred up as much general
interest as the visit of Mr. S. M. Sayford, of Bos-
ton, Mass., from the 9th to the 12th of the present
month. The announcement of his intended trip
among the colleges of this state, including R. P. I.,
was made some time last month at a meeting of
the Poly Young Men's Christian Association, but
beyond exciting some discussion at this meeting, '
little interest was aroused, owing to a lack of
knowledge of Mr. Sayford and his work, among
the students generally. The Polytechnic delegates
to the state Y. M. C. A. convention at Marion, in
November last, had while there heard him spoken
of in terms of the highest praise by those who
knew him, and they were consequently very
anxious that he should visit the institute while in
this state.
By special arrangement with the college depart-
ment of the state committee of the Y. M. C. A.,
Mr. Sayford came to Earlham College on Friday,
February 2d, to begin a tour of five weeks among
Indiana colleges and universities. His stay of
two days at Earlham was marked -by great inter-
est among the students. Going from there to
Wabash College he addressed the students at sev-
eral meetings, beginning on Sunday afternoon,
when over four hundred were present, resulting in
such an overwhelming awakening of the students
in regard to purer and more manly personal life
and habits, that at the earnest solicitation -of
faculty and students he remained several days
longer than he had intended, speaking several
times every day and holding personal conferences
with individual students.
After leaving Wabash, Mr. Sayford came to
Terre Haute, arriving on Friday evening, Febru-
ary 9th. A reception given in his honor at the
city Y. M. C. A. building on Saturday evening,
was not very well attended owing partly to the
very inclement weather on that evening and also
to the fact that but few of the Poly students had
become sufficiently acquainted with him or the
character of his work to take much interest in it.
Arrangements had been made to have Mr. Say-
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ford give his celebrated "Confidential Talk to
Men," at Naylor's Opera House, on Sunday after-
noon, and tickets for the same had been thoroughly
distributed over the city. An audience of some-
thing over a thousand men assembled at 4:00 P. M.,
among which were a number of Polytechnic rep-
resentatives. It is safe to say that very many of
those who were present had come out for the pur-
pose of being amused more or less at the rantings
of a supposed crank, possibly through previous
experiences with speakers on similar subjects.
But to all such there was' a most agreeable disap-
pointment in store. Taking as his subject a list
of nine of the most prominent evils and hin-
drances to full and complete Christian manhood,
to be found in modern life and society, he pro-
ceeded to speak of them so frankly and forcibly,
and yet with such kindly consideration for the
opinions and dispositions of his hearers, that he
soon held the attention and sympathy of the
whole audience as of one man.
Few men are there, indeed, who could listen to
such an earnest manly appeal to the nobler, purer
side of one's nature without taking an "intro-
spective" view and finding something,-yes, many
things, that might be changed with advantage and
improvement to self and help to associates. At
the conclusion of his address, Mr. Sayford re-
quested that any among the audience who felt
that some habit or indulgence was interfering with
theirown best interest would pledge their intention
of giving it up by rising to their feet, and consid-
erably over one hundred responded. In the even-
ing three of the churches of the city gave up
their services, adjourning to the Opera House,
where Mr. Sayford spoke to an attentive audience
of the full capacity of the house.
Those of the students who were present at these
meetings were not backward in expressing their
high appreciation of the speaker, and there seemed
to be a general desire that he should address a
general assembly at the institute. A bulletin to
the effect that Mr. Sayford would speak in the
chapel at 5:00 o'clock, on Monday afternoon, was
posted by President Eddy, and at that hour a
majority of the students and a number of the
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faculty assembled. Dr. Eddy, in a few words, in-
troduced Mr. Sayford who, in his cordial and
informal way, expresseil his pleasure at the oppor-
tunity of meeting " the students together. He
then related briefly some of the incidents which
led to the inception of his work, at Amherst Col-
lege, and how he has traveled the country over
for the last five or six years visiting colleges and
universities which constitute, as D. L. Moody put
it, "his parish," urging upon young men every-
where the necessity of being "first-class Christ-
ians." His earnest words seemed to produce a
profound impression.
The expenses of Mr. Sayford's tours among the
institutions of learning are paid from a fund
started by Amherst students and contributed to
by numbers of others not connected with that
institution, so that he is not hampered by, nor
dependent upon collections or contributions, and
is thus free to go when or where he sees best. His
time for several years has been in great demand
and it was only by making an engagement, long
in advance, that his present five weeks stay in
Indiana was secured. Certain it is, that should
he again come this way and see fit to give the
Polytechnic a visit, a hearty and unreserved wel-
come will be given him. 0. E. MCMEANS.
Y. M. C. A. JOTTINGS.
Mr. D. Willard Lyon, of Chicago, the traveling
secretary of the Student Volunteer Movement,
visited the Polytechnic and Normal school on
Wednesday, the 14th, in the interest of the com-
ing Triennial Missionary Convention at Detroit,
Mich., at which a thousand student delegates are
expected and speakers from all quarters of the
globe.
Rev. J. S. Hoagland, the assistant pastor of Cen-
tenary M. E. church, is to speak before the meet-
ing Saturday evening, February 24th. As a young
man, Mr. Hoagland's powers as a speaker have
often been remarked.
The Pentathlon contest held by the Poly gym-
nasium class some few weeks ago, is to be repeated
in the near future with different events. Besides
arousing a great deal of interest, these all-round
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contests are beneficial from the fact that they
bring out the men on new lines and sometimes
develop ability that even the possessor did not
hitherto know of.
Wm. P. Smith, of the wood-shop, gave a very
interesting talk at the meeting on Saturday even-
ing, February 3d, on the subject, "Losing Ground."
Ridgely, Decker and McMeans, all of '96, are
developing some special "mat work" to be used
possibly at a gymnasium exhibition in the spring.
THESES.
Announcement has been made of the time
which will be set apart during this term for the
arrangement of theses, and the Seniors are exert-
ing themselves with much interest in this field
of work. The list of subjects has been revised
and certainly compares favorably with those of
recent years. Several of the subjects will be de-
partures from any previous lines which have been
investigated here. A few will be supplementary
to previous work, with the object in view to ob-
tain most reliable results and carry forward to
the utmost former investigations. The weeks
commencing Feb. 19 and March 19, have been
selected for the work. The remaining time will
probably be taken from the latter part of the final
term. The subjects, according to recent correc-
tions, are as follows:
Test of the Electric Lighting Plant at Union Depot—
McCulloch and Mischler.
Test of Gas Engine—Stanton and Royse.
An Investigation of the Effects of the Presence of Dif-
ferent Gases upon the Electro-Chemical Equivalent of
Silver—Anderson and Mendenhall.
Test of Dynamo in Course of Construction at the In-
stitute Shops—Hedden and Riedel.
An Investigation of the Deflections of an Iron Railroad
Bridge under Different Conditions of Loading—Andrews
and Hildreth.
Drop Test of Iron—Holding and Robinson.
Study of Strains in Members of an Iron Railway Bridge
for Varying Loads—Winters.
Study of the Gas Plant of the Terre Haute Fuel Gas
Co.—Mory and Blinks.
Investigation in Organic Chemistry—Brown.
Determination of the 'Formation of Molybdic Oxide
in the Molybdic Solution used in the Determination of
Phosphorous in Irons and Steels—Frohman.
Determination of (a) Density of Solutions in Relation
to per centage of Salt Dissolved, (b) Specific Heat of
Same—Kilbourne.
Study of Variation of Permeability of Wrought Iron,
Cast Iron and Steel with Degree of Saturation—Hen-
drickson.
Telephony—Speed and Denehie.
A friend of THE TECHNIC, who claims to be
on the inside, has kindly given us the following
list of alternate thesis subjects said to have been
handed in by the Senior class:
Local attraction on the state line.—Andrews.
Economic use of truth.—Brown.
Mechanics as an Opiate.—Anderson.
Experiments on water as a universal solvent.—
Hendrikson.
Measurements of precision applied to waves on
the Wabash.—Mory.
Efficiency test of a horse laugh.—Riedel.
An investigation of the relation between "time
killed" and "horse played."—Mischler.
Sole leather as a continuous diet.—Robinson.
Determination of temperature at the summit of
an "ordinary."—Royse.
The effectiveness of a bluff.—Spee.
Mud vs. paved sidewalks.—Stanton.
A "rehash" to determine the law of "The Tech-
nic will be out, to
-morrow."
--Blinks, Mendenhall,
Hildreth.
Personal test of the rush of wind necessary to
produce a growl—er.—Winters.
A determination of the work expended in fric-
tion necessary to ignite a "Vulcan Safety Match"
in the orthodox manner.—Denehie.
The moment of inertia of a coupling pin.—
Frohman.
Twisting moments in a baseball.—Hedden.
Permutations and combinations of questions on
any given subject.—Holding.
Kinetic energy of the human foot in rapid mo-
tion.—Kilbourne.
Water equivalent of a dinner.—McCulloch.
DIFFERENTIALS.
He had the summons there to bring,
The maiden fair the cards to fling.
The maid had flown
And he alone
Without the maid he was to bring,
Soon at the cards received the fling.
"Say, Werk! How does the Brownie work?"
Sophomore—" Say, how do you make a borax
bead? Fuse some sodium chloride?"
The newspapers as usual got in their work on
the Sophomore banquet and preliminaries.
It is a strange fact that rubber hose should be
in such great demand during this cold weather.
Prepare to celebrate if good tidings should be
flashed over the wires from Indianapolis on March
9th.
Good skating on the ponds has been a source of
great attraction for the average Poly during the
past week.
Light thinks he will be the subject of much
discourse among the juniors and Prof. Mees for
some time to come.
The Seniors have again commenced terrifying
the people by tramping about town with a camera
in search of unsuspecting victims.
Economic thought and its effect have furnished
us a truly pitiful example in the person of a
Senior, who makes up his text-books on the type-
writer.
A Senior, searching in vain for German words
in his dictionary, made an accidental discovery
that he was attempting to use a French dictionary
for the purpose.
Did Washington's birthday lead you to resolve
to strive hereafter to emulate him in all respects?
THE TECHNIC vouchsafes a celebration of the natal
day of him who succeeds.
Prof.—" What use is made of barium chloride?"
Smith—" Well—a—its used in the laboratory."
Prof.—" Yes. Anything else ? " Smith—" Um--
its—its used in drug stores."
Prof. Wickersham has shown considerable sym-
pathy for the Juniors who were compelled to sit
in the back part of his room by giving them the
honor of the bald-headed row.
A Senior, who by the way is no sport, attended
several of the recent operatic performances and has
been nursing sore optics for some days past. It is
reported that the calcium lights were unusually
dazzling.
The Seniors are said to have uttered just the
slightest murmur of discontent when it was dis-
covered that Washington's birthday came in thesis
week. However, quite a number were unpatriotic
enough to work part of the day.
Upon the non-appearance of the Senior class at
laboratory practice recently, another student ac-
companied by a search warrant made the discovery
that the class were enjoying (?) the novelty of
one-and-a-half hour's recitation.
The class of '94 has long been noted for its tal-
ented imitators of the sounds heard at the menage-
rie. Royse, however, has become tired of imitating
only one animal and has nearly perfected a screech-
owl and coyote chorus, which is very effective.
Patterson, '96, gave such a erudite discourse
upon chemistry before the visiting charity conven-
tion delegates that his friends are daily expecting
to hear of him receiving an appointment on the
faculty of some township home for the friendless.
Anderson, '94, took an "excessive compression"
card a few weeks ago. His hand was caught be-
tween the crank and bed plate of the engine,
causing a painful wound; fortunately no bones
were broken and the injured member is improving.
During the height of the pugilistic season two
guileless Sophs. secured controlling interest in a
rumor that the Champion would pass through
town in his special car. They straightway re-
paired to the Union depot and in the course of
time (something like two hours) a depot "cop"
fell upon them and they "tumbled."
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Mr. Nicholson, the successor to Mr. O'Laughlin
of the blacksmith shop, is a man of wide experi-
ence in his trade. He has been with the Terre
Haute Car Co. for some time previous to accepting
the position at the Poly. The institute is fortu-
nate in obtaining such a competent man for this
position.
President and Mrs. John Mason Duncan kindly
invited a number of the Polys to meet the faculty
and students of Coates College at their reception
of January 29th. It is hardly necessary to state
that all those invited were ill attendance and that
a very pleasant evening slipped away quite rap-
idly, so rapidly, indeed, that the last car had
gone ere the guests could tear themselves 'away.
Miss Decker, of Evansville, and Miss Sweetser, of
Marion, Ind., who were visiting Miss Lewis, assist-
ed in entertaining the guests.
Dan Kneehigh, Senior, wishing to be among the
flourishing, has adopted a thesis upon which he
hopes to devote most of his time. The subject
being a certain "Belle Telephone," whose gentle
tones of conversation may be often heard in elite
circles. D. K. is very popular among the fair sex,
as his high forehead indicates, yet he never had
the pleasure of a formal introduction to this belle,
though he had seen her many a time. Finding
it most essential that he should become acquainted'
with her he made a bold attempt by slyly ap-
proaching her and politely crying "Hello." Get-
ting no response from this he twisted her arm
until he suddenly heard her say those familiar
words, "ring off, please." Thinking discretion the
better part of valor, he called a Sophomore who
was near by to make the necessary introduction.
This the Sophomore kindly did and added a few
words of caution about too rashly taking liberties
with her somewhat attractive transmitter of vocal
harmonies, over which he said another fellow had
full control. At first our Senior was not very
well impressed with her, because she was so sensi-
tive in regard to his talking loud, especially if his
lips were too near her vocal chords. Though he
was not always so fortunate as to receive a reply
from her, yet when those soft accents fell upon his
anxious ear, they sank deep into his soul. Ever
and anon her sweet tones haunt .him still, and
though D. K. at times seems anxious that he may
never again hear her gentle voice, yet his soul is
in his work and we may be assured that his thesis
will be a grand success.
It was expected there would be a snow-ball fight
between Sophomores and Freshmen, on Saturday,
the 17th. But by the usual method of procras-
tination employed by these classes, the war was
not declared till the snow had almost disappeared
and now it will be postponed until the last of this
school year.
Messrs. Royse and Stanton have almost remod-
led the gas engine which they are using in their
thesis work. Having some difficulty in igniting
the gases in the cylinder by means of a flame,
they decided to try an electric spark and are now
busily engaged in making the necessary changes.
Should difficulties of this kind continue to arise
they would do well to consult Mr. Sanborn. This
gentleman has recently been conducting some ex-
periments in the ignition of gases and was far
more successful than he could have expected in
his most sanguine moinents.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Lawes, of North Ninth
street, extended an invitation to "their Poly
boys," to invite friends and spend the evening of
the 17th in playing progressive cinch. Several
very enjoyable hours were spent at this interest-
ing game. There being six tables the players at
the head were doubly anxious to get a "cinch" on
their positions since a iloss meant a long climb to
regain their places. M. C. Andrews was the most
lucky player, receiving a handsome scarf-pin, while
Werk obtained the other honors, receiving an in-
teresting specimen of the Brownies as his souvenir.
Delicious refreshments were served during the
evening. Those present were Messrs. Huthsteiner,
J. B. Speed, Mischler, Brown, L. C.. Anderson,
Butts, Burk, Mead, McDargh, Blinks, Werk, Tul-
ler, Rowe, Royse, Stanton, Hildreth, Andrews,
Mory, Winters, McCulloch and Meadows.
THE ROSE TECHNIC.
For some time past it has been rumored that J.
A. Parra, ex-'94, and late of the Colorado School
of Mines, was in Terre Haute. The rumor is
now confirmed, since he appears as large as life
and has re-entered his old class. The members of
'94 are much pleased to have him with them
again and the whole school extends a most hearty
welcome to our South American friend.
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Sinks, in trying to overcome the momentum,
which he had gained previous to jumping from
the engine, as recounted in the January TECHNIC,
accidentally came upon some rather stable article
and in thus testing the co-efficient of his elasticity,
hurt his knee quite badly. He has not been able
to attend school for some days, but managed to
help the proceedings on the 21st.
There was a young man named Bill Nye,
Who set out to make people cry,
But the best of the joke,
The moment he spoke,
The people with laughter did die.
THE COLLEGE WORLD.
The new mechanical laboratory at Purdue which
was dedicated January 19th suffered a total loss
by fire January 23rd. This building was valued
at $100,000 and equipped with apparatus valued
at $80,000, which made it one of the finest in the
college world. The university has received about
$47,000 in insurance on the whole, which, together
with the liberal donations being made, will furnish
funds necessary to rebuild it next summer. We
quote the Exponent: "President Smart says the
progress of Purdue will not be checked, and it
looks as if he knew what he was talking about."
All athletic sports have been forbidden to the
students of Kentucky university on account of
the alleged gambling connected with them. In
regard to this an exchange says: Betting is im-
moral, but how can the man who bets be worse
than the man who is no better.
The six colleges or universities in the United
States having the largest number of graduate stu-
dents are: Johns Hopkins, 262; Chicago Univer-
sity, 256: Harvard, 254; Cornell, 161; University
of Pennsylvania, 154; Yale, 143.
The faculty of Wesleyan has voted to give stu-
dents a voice in the government. Four Seniors,
three Juniors, two Sophomores and one Freshman,
together with five members of the faculty, com-
prise the college senate.—Ex.
The base ball expenses at Harvard last year
were $18,477.20; their receipts amounted to $23,-
823.76, leaving a balance in the treasury of $5,-
346.56.
"Shall 1 brain him ?" cried the hazer,
And the victim's courage fled.
"You can't; it is a Freshman,
Just hit it on the head."
—Candor. .
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The University of Pennsylvania has founded
"A traveling scholarship in architecture," yielding
an income of $1,000. This enables the holder to
travel through Europe to study the models of
architecture.
A new engineering society has been organized
at Harvard with a charter membership of about
sixty. Its object is to promote a general knowl-
edge and discussion of engineering matters.—
Crimson.
It is reported that the co'eds" of Wesleyan in-
tend to appear with canes on Washington's birth-
day, the day on which the Freshmen, according to
an old custom, first appear with canes.—Inter
Ocean.
A yacht club has been organized at Harvard
with thirty charter members. It is proposed that
the club will start on an annual cruise of two weeks
from New London the day after the Yale-Harvard
races.
One of the latest in line of strikes is that of the
students of Theil college. It was brought about
on the refusal of the faculty to reinstate a Prep.
who was expelled for hazing.
The library of University of Chicago has recently
received the most complete collection of annals,
debates and records of congress known. It con-
tains about 4200 volumes.
The New London Board of Trade is trying to
make arrangements with the Oxford crew to come
to this country next summer and race with Har-
vard and Yale.—Courier.
A new building in the College of Agriculture has
been dedicated at Cornell. It consists of a cheese
and butter factory, with lecture rooms, laborato-
ries and reading rooms.
The Western Reserve university has received at
least $200,000 during the past year. A new phys-
ical laboratory will soon be erected at a cost of
$50,000.
It is a fact that at Cornell the men on the inter-
collegiate athletic teams have a standing of over
2 per cent, better than the average standing of the
whole college. •
When one considers that student self-govern-
ment is so comparatively recent, it is indeed sur-
prising to see so many colleges and universities
adopting it.
Of the seventy-three men entitled to commence-
ment parts at Harvard University, eleven have
been prominently identified with athletics.
Bates college contemplates erecting a $150,000
library as a memorial to James G. Blaine, who was
once a trustee of the college.— Unit.
Lafayette has bought land for an athletic field
on which a grand stand and club house will be
erected at a cost of about $10,000.
Two complete nines will be maintained at the
University of Pennsylvania during the coming
season. Brown and White.
England has ninety-four universities, and em-
ploys 2,728 more professors than the 300 colleges
of the United States.—Ex.
Princeton has a base ball cage 140x60 feet,
which gives them room for practicing all the posi-
tions of the infield.
The girls at Wellesley are much rejoiced to an-
nounce that they have broken ground for their
new athletic field.
A committee of the faculty has been appointed
at the University of Pennsylvania to supervise all
athletic affairs.
Yale recently received a unique bequest of sev-
eral large quarries in Connecticut to be devoted to
research.
No proctors are allowed in the examination
rooms at Princeton, each student being strictly on
his honor.
Leather foot-ball suits have been adopted by
many of the leading teams for use in next season's
games.
Wittenberg is contemplating a college senate.
A chemical student profound,
Imagines with laurel's he's crowned,
With pleasure he gloats,
For he finds hay and oats
Make doubtless a true stable compound.—Ex.
